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this is an upgrade to the existing set of utilities within powershapes, but the
most interesting to me are those presented in the video above, which allow
you to slice and shape your geometry directly from inventor for ultimate
precision and quality control. powershape can be integrated with inventor and
fusion via a plugin system and theres even a paid companion app for the ipad
that allows for more of an in-the-moment workflow than the typical cad
slinging experience. starting with the speedhatch, the 2017 release brings a
new version of powertools which is a non-commercial upgrade that removes
the majority of the licensing restrictions that have kept powertools from being
available to professional manufacturers. it will even allow you to run the
speedhatch under an emulation mode for future development. this is an
update to the existing set of utilities within powershapes, but the most
interesting to me are those presented in the video above, which allow you to
slice and shape your geometry directly from inventor for ultimate precision
and quality control. powershape is a toolset that provides the ability to
perform basic to advanced machining operations. this includes the ability to
create, perform, and iterate on all three basic and advanced machining
operations and iterate on the design during creation. powershape will provide
full support for the new features added to powermill with the 2018.2 release of
powermill. and, the real killer here is that powershape is a service, available on
demand or on a subscription basis. powermill is a full product, and is always an
option, if your machine is running powermill, and you need to perform a
machining operation.
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it has been an intense period of activity, and to catch up, weve published a
few articles in the last couple of weeks. we hope they bring some clarity to
your understanding of the product and you can get some ideas of how you

could use it to improve your results for your customers. this is our most recent
scan, courtesy of marc in the sales engineering group at the autodesk office in

munich. be sure to check out the homepage for full details of the challenge
and the online registration system is live for those wishing to participate. we
are pleased to be able to release a new feature that will increase the number

of parts with which you can work in a single run. given the fact that the
complexity of parts has increased in the last decades, we are really happy

about it. the feature that brings it, works as follow. a scan file is uploaded and
in the next step we select a part, i. this is the entry level package, but even

then, includes all of the tools you need for 2.5, 3 axis and 3 + 2 machining. it
reflects the state of the machine tool market, with wider spread adoption of

more complex 3+2 axis machines and mixed machine tools (mill/turn). in this
video, abhijit ramakrishnan, principal engineer at abit ip, gives you a

briefoverviewof how powershape 17 can expedite your design process. if you
are planning on manufacturing in the near future, this release is well worth a
look. while the release of autodesk powershape 2017 on the mac has brought

a wealth of new tools to help you design and draft your parts in the 3d
modelers native cad workspace, powershapes 2017 update will bring

advanced slicing tools that help you target areas for cnc milling. powershape
comes with a range of additional components, including a 2d lint cutter which

adds advanced radial linting to your parts. 5ec8ef588b
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